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What we’ve learned



Initial Data Request

■ The PSC will send your utility an initial data 

request, which will include approximately 25-

30 informational questions for you to 

respond to relating to your utility’s electric 

billing procedures.

■ You will be requested to provide a billing and 

procedure manual

– If you don’t have a billing & procedure 

manual, the MEUW has a template to 

help you through the process, having 

a manual will help you to answer the 

initial data request items requested 

from the PSC
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FINDINGS……………..
All components required on the bills 
must be clearly shown on the utility bill.
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■ Meter readings

■ Service Address

■ Customer Charge

■ Energy Charge

■ Multiplier

■ All rate classes other than residential must state the rate class on bill

■ Number of days in bill cycle

■ PCAC rate must show on bill

■ Demand – Distribution Demand – Power Factor

■ Primary Metering Discount – Transformer Ownership Discount

■ Security Lighting

■ Single Phase – Three Phase



Commitment to Community

■ Commitment to Community (Public Benefit) total charges should be no more than 3.0 

percent of every other charge on the electric bill, or $750, whichever is less.

– A major finding throughout the process was the overcharging to customers by 

exceeding the 3.0 percent public benefit limitation

– Utilities were required to conduct a complete review of all customers to ensure 

the correct dollar amounts are being applied to each customer according to the 

Commitment to Community tariff on file at the PSC

– Utilities were then required to work with PSC staff to determine how to correctly 

apply any credits owed to customers resulting from the finding

– When refunding its customers, the utility is required to pay interest on customer 

overpayments due to misapplication of rates if the overpayment is not refunded to 

the customer within 60 days of receipt by the utility & the net amount refunded 

exceeds $20.00
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Sales Tax

■ During Cumberland’s billing audit, is was discovered that we had a 

couple of sales tax billing errors and we were directed by the PSC to 

contact the Wisconsin Department of Revenue to resolve this issue.

– The Wisconsin Department of Revenue informed us that we 

can contact the customer and request payment from them to 

correct the error, although you are not required to do so.  

– If the customer does not pay, it falls on the business to pay 

the tax

– We calculated the unbilled tax amounts and sent payment to 

the Wisconsin Department of Revenue

– If you do request payment from the customer, you cannot go 

back more than 2 years, however, you must pay the tax for 

the entire underbilled amounts.

■ Be sure you are using the correct months for residential sales tax 

exemption

– The exemption period for residential sales tax is November –

April 

– This exemption applies only to residential customers
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If you have 

customers who 

are tax exempt –

make sure your 

Utility has a tax 

exemption 

certificate from 

each of these 

customers.



Billing Adjustments
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Be sure you are 
sending letters 

to your 
customers 

detailing the 
adjustment –

the PSC will ask 
for a copy of it

If your 
computer 
system is 

capable, it is a 
good idea to 

document the 
adjustment in 

your 
computer 

system

Record the adjustment on 
your Records of Refunds & 
Charges report – you are 

required by the PSC to 
keep a Records of Refunds 
& Charges report & they 
will ask for it.  You need 
this information for your 

PSC report – “Electric 
Meter Consumer 

Adjustment” page (E-23)

Be sure your 
bill clearly 
states on it 

that a billing 
adjustment 

has been 
made



Street & Security (Yard) 
Lighting
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All components required on the bills must be 
clearly shown on the utility bill.

■ We were unable to provide the necessary information on 

our utility bills, our response to the PSC was:

– We have worked with our billing software vendor regarding the 
required information for those customers of ours who are billed 
for security lighting.  They are unable at this time to come up 
with a “fix” for this issue, therefore we are enclosing a 
letter/worksheet with the bills for these customers detailing their 
security lighting charges.  

■ Only bill for lights that are included in your rate tariff! 

– The changeout of street/security lighting to LED’s has caused 
an issue for some utilities as they are billing for these lights 
without a rate in their tariff – if you do not have a rate, you 
cannot bill for it.  Contact the PSC for assistance in rates.



Cumberland finding –
Security Lighting
■ For the security lighting customers, CMU did not meter or estimate the energy 

consumption & did not collect the energy charge for the services provided:

– CMU appealed to the PSC on this finding, requesting that we correct this error on a 
“going forward” basis.  Prior to our 2006 rate study, CMU had a combined investment & 
energy charge on our Ms-1 tariff to be used for security lighting.  After the 2006 rate 
study, the PSC removed this portion from our rate tariff.  In 2006, we contacted the PSC 
regarding the change, we were instructed by the PSC to “Bill security lighting lamp 
charges at the rates on the Ms-1 rate tariff”.  We wrote this on our tariff sheets & even 
had the PSC employee’s name that we spoke to listed.  

– Since we had contacted the PSC in 2006, we felt that we were billing our security 
lighting customers according to our rate tariff – we questioned the security lighting 
tariff again during the process of our 2017 rate study & felt that we were billing these 
charges correctly.  (We now request ALL directives from the PSC in writing)

– We were informed by the PSC that we must determine & bill for the energy consumption 
used by security lighting customers (in addition to the lamp charges which were 
previously billed) & we were required to back-bill these customers for all services 
supplied within 2 years of service.

– CMU calculated the charges, issued a letter to each customer & made the necessary 
adjustments & recorded the adjustments on our records of refunds & adjustments .  In 
our letter, we used the verbiage from the PSC 

– “Our electric utility is regulated by the operating rules of the Public Service 
Commission.  As such, we are required to treat all customers equally.  Because it 
is known that the underbilled amounts were provided & consumed, we are 
required to charge for it.” 8



Other findings from other 
utilities
■ Utility did not have their emergency number in the phone directory (must 

list number as 24 hours, 7 day per week number)

■ Combining billing components on one line (example, energy charge, 
PCAC & customer charge) – these items must be listed on the bill as 
separate line items so customer is able to determine the billing 
calculations

■ Rounding for demand and customer demand & not billing the charges

■ Documentation when a customer requests an accuracy test – any 
meters tested by request from a customer shall be retained whether 
faulty or not, for at least one full billing period plus 4 weeks after the 
result report is issued 

■ Bills must be legible

■ “Final Bill” must be marked on final bills

■ Estimated bills must clearly state ESTIMATED BILL, if you use acronyms, 
you must provide an explanation of the acronym on the face or back of 
the bill
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Misc. 
requests 
the PSC 

may 
make 
during 

you audit
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Meter Test records

• Be sure your meter technicians are 
testing meters before meters are put in 
service as well as when meters are 
taken out of service

Inspection reports

• Cumberland did receive a request for 
the inspection report showing that the 
service was inspected & approved to be 
energized

Meter charges for billing

• If a customer has more than one meter, 
be sure you are billing the correct 
number of base charges as well as the 
correct amount for commitment to 
community



REMINDERS…….
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■ Be sure you are giving your customers 20 days to pay (especially 

remember this in February)

■ Send the Bill of Rights to your customers annually (providing on 

your web page is not sufficient)

■ Send a rate sheet to your customers annually

■ Customers who are eligible to take service under more than one 

rate schedule– you are required to send a letter or bill insert 

annually

■ Budget Billing – unless you have                                       

something specific in your rate tariff, you cannot require 

customers to wait to begin a budget plan 



CHANGES CUMBERLAND HAS MADE SINCE OUR BILLING AUDIT

We were previously using post card bills for all customers other 
than Small Power, Large Power & Street Lighting – we are now 
using full sheet bills for all customers
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WE HAVE 

DEVELOPED EXCEL 

WORKSHEETS TO 

VERIFY THE 

FOLLOWING:

NEW RATES NEW CUSTOMER 

SET UP

POWER FACTOR 

VERIFICATION

VERIFYING ONE BILL 

FROM EACH RATE 

CLASS PRIOR TO 

BILLS GOING OUT 

MONTHLY

VERIFICATION OF 

FINAL BILLINGS

We verify one bill from each rate class 

prior to bills going out monthly , we do 

this because staff has to manually input 

the PCAC each month, by doing this, we 

are verifying that the PCAC input is 

correct for all rate classes



WHY WE MADE 
THESE CHANGES 
CONTINUED

■ During our 2017 Electric 

Rate Study, an error was 

discovered when billing 

one of our Large Power 

Customers which required 

us to back bill the 

customer over $20,000

■ Customers lose faith in 

your Utility when these 

types of errors are made

■ Cumberland is at a point 

where we will be facing a 

turn over in office staff 

due to retirements in the 

next few years, these 

worksheets were 

developed to assist our 

new employees in billing & 

understanding the rate 

tariffs
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Customer Charge 7.00

Energy Charge 0.1175

Security Lighting Energy Charge 0.0625

PCAC -0.0132

Public Benefit Charge 1.33

Tax rate 0.055

Total kWh 860

Security Lighting kWh 0

Usage Charge $101.05

Security Lighting Usage $0.00

PCAC Charge -$11.35

Security Lighting $0.00

Customer Charge $7.00

Total Electric: $96.70

Tax (During tax months) $5.32

Public Benefit Charge $1.33

Total Electric Current Charges

$103.35



WHY WE 
MADE THESE 
CHANGES

■ During our 2017 electric rate 

study, we discovered that our 

Large Power Customers with a 

Power Factor Penalty had been 

billed incorrectly since our rates 

went into effect in 2006.  We were 

required to back bill these 

customers.

■ We verify the manual Power Factor 

calculation to the amount 

calculated in our billing system 

each month prior to bills being 

sent out

■ When we converted our billing 

software from Clarity to Connect in 

April, 2019 – because we do this 

each month, we discovered that 

there is a bug in the Connect 

program when calculating 

Coincident Demand Metering 

customers who may have a Power 

Factor Penalty.
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Factor Cutoff: 0.90

Rate: 7.75

Total kWh 212400

Demand Read 0.7600

KVAR Read 220

Multiplier 600

Usage (U) 212400

Demand (D) 456

KVAR (K) 132000

Power Factor (P) 0.849

Demand Charge: 3,534.00 

Power Factor Charge: 212.29



CONCLUSION
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If you have not gone through your billing audit yet, don’t be afraid of it, be prepared for it 

The PSC is not “out to get you” – they are just making sure all utilities are billing their 

customers correctly

The billing audits are an assurance to your customers that they are getting billed properly 

by their local utility

If errors are discovered, once the necessary corrections are made, make sure you are 

doing everything you can to be sure you are billing your customers correctly going forward

Make sure employees understand the rate tariffs – if you don’t have a rate in your tariff, 

you cannot bill for it

In Cumberland, we have looked at it as “a new start” & our employees understand our rate 

tariffs & billing components much more than they did prior to the billing audit

If you have questions, don’t be afraid to contact the PSC


